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Where to find and solve Breath of the Wild are many puzzles, and how to turn their rewards into improved health and endurance. zelda: Breathing wild shrines are small puzzle rooms that are scattered all over the game world. Introduced at the beginning of the game as a means to unlock 4es - special ability Link can use to control objects
to solve puzzles - they later reward Link with spirit balls that can be sold on permanent Stamina and Heart Container upgrades. Although considered optional, visiting them will make your quest go much smoother, and are home to some of the best challenges in the game - so be sure to take the time to visit as much as you can. If you're
after helping out for the main game yourself, then consult with our zelda: Breath Wild Step Guide and Guide. There are many shrines throughout the game (120 to be exact) with each region containing a handful of each. You can detect them at a distance by their characteristic red glow; not unlike the towers that sprout all over the earth,
but closer to the ground. Of course, some are harder to find than others, often appear out of sight or out of reach, and so access to them can prove to be a puzzle within yourself. Once you've logged in and completed your ordeal, you'll reward spirit orb for their conclusion - used to trade for permanent containers of hearts and Stamina
updates that you can read later in this article - as well as Bonus Treasure, some of which are exclusive to this sanctuary. Below are maps for each region and their places of shrines, as well as guides to the shrines we have found so far. Expect updates to be updated as we continue to explore the vast world of Hyrule. Large Plateau
Region (4 Shrines) Duel Peaks Region (9 Shrines) Duels Peaks Shrine Map. The Hateno region (7 shrines) Map of the shrines of Hateno. Lanairu Region (9 shrines) :: A step-by-step guide to the alley of Pokemon and Shields and the Lanayru Shrines Map guide. Faron Region (8 Shrines) Faron Shrines Map. Eldin and Death Mountain (9
shrines) Eldin Shrines Map. Forest Region (8 shrines) Forest shrines Map. Ridgeland Region (7 Shrines) Ridgeland Shrine Map. Tabant (6 shrines) Tabant Shrine Map. Wasteland Region (12 shrines) Wasteland Maps. Lake District (6 shrines) Map of lake shrines. Central Region (8 shrines) Central map of shrines. Hebra Region (13
shrines) Map of the shrines of Hebra. Gerudo Highlands Region (6 Shrines) Herudo Shrines Map. Region Of Akcal (8 Shrines) Akkala Shrines Map.Although you can cook new recipes to give you temporary containers of heart and Stamina boosts, only by collecting Spirit balls you can constantly increase your sensors. As you'll see when
you complete the Isolated Plateau quest Visiting the Temple of Time, you can exchange Spirit Orbs for heart containers on statues around the world. Some villages will have a statue you can pray in, for example, Kakariko Village, so the deformation deformation Loved and visit and you will get the opportunity to upgrade to either health or
endurance. Fortunately, the choice is not permanent. There is a special statue in the village of Hateno that can allow you to pass your heart to Stamina, and vice versa, at a price of 20 rupees. This is especially useful when it comes to collecting the Master Sword, which requires a certain number of hearts, and so transferring the spare
Stamina - even temporarily - to your heart sensor can come in handy. To find this statue, head to Firley Pond Inteno Village in the southwest. You can also get a full container of hearts from completing each of the four Divine Beasts, so playing only basic searches will give you an upgrade. But if you want to max everything, then you need
to dig into the shrines. Thanks to the new update, you can now play zelda Breath of the Wild in VR. Want to help with the main game? Our Selda: Breath of the Wild Step-By Guide can help complete the Divine Beasts of Wach Ruth, Wach Rudian, Wach Medoh and Wah Nabrabis and more. There's also how to get the Master Sword, the
Hylian Shield and all the zelda Captured Memories and the Great Fairy Fountain locations, while our shrine locations and Shrine Maps Hub explains where to find and solve each room of puzzles, including dragon locations and maze-making. We also have a guide to the DLC 1 and DLC 2 manual, including all Tingle, Mask Major,
Phantom, Midna gear locations. This content is hosted on an external platform that will only be displayed if you are targeting cookies. Please turn on the cookies for viewing. The shrines have three color schemes. Pure orange means it is unsaltable and unresolved; half blue and half red means he visited and active fast travel item, but
unsettled, and pure blue visited and completed. The last two are also shown on the map, so you can track down which visited shrines you haven't completed yet. Aside from giving you spirit orb, the best reason to visit the temple is to add it as a quick travel spot on the map. Even if you don't finish the sanctuary - maybe you have no idea
doing it there and then, or can't work it out - activating it will add it to the map regardless, so always visit when you see one. No temple is closed and everything can be completed as soon as you visit. Playing other shrines can teach you ways to watch things a certain way to solve puzzles - such as using fire in a special way - so if you're
completely stuck, come back later after solving others. Shrines often use Hounes or other abilities in Lee's arsenal of reference. There is a recursive kind of sanctuary called The Strength Test, which sees you go one-on-one against in various difficulties. It is wise to fight only the III and IV difficulties of scouts later when you have the best
weapons and armor, but then again, there is nothing to stop you beating them at any point in the game. As well as the Spirit of Orb or or To collect is usually an optional and hidden treasure chest to find along the way. They are usually only off the beaten track, so watch out for distant platforms and other routes to take as you explore.
Some shrines have Shrine quests attached. Although you don't need to start them to access the shrine, they will provide useful clues to their location. Additional reporting by Chris Tapsell. Buy The Legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild from the Amazon? Page 1 of 15: Finding the whole legend of zelda: Breathing wild shrines will take time
and dedication. With 120 BOTW shrines, it's not just about solving all the puzzles, it's about solving 120 puzzles, from simple to unpleasantly difficult. However, for each temple of zelda you can get a legend about zelda: Breath of the Wild Spirit Orb, which you can use to enhance your health and stamina. You may not fancy doing them all,
but each one you tick will make the growing demands of fighting and climbing as you progress much more achievable. Amazon Prime Day Deals: See all the best deals right now! Not all shrines will be as easy as strolling up the door and walking in however. Some of them are attached quests that you will need to complete first. These
shrine quests can be given to you by certain people, or will become available only after the completion of other side quests. The first four shrines are located on the Great Plateau, and are designed to get you into the swing of things while working out how to use your new powers. We've reviewed them in our Breath of the Wild Old Man
locations guide, but the rest of the places and solutions for the other 116 are all here if you need a hand. We recommend you give them a whirl on your own at first so as not to spoil the fun. But if you find out you're tearing your hair out, we're going to have your back. Content Table: More Breath of the Wild Guide: Current page: zelda:
Shrine Places and Solutions Guide Next page of zelda: Duel Peaks Tower We encourage you to read our updated PRIVACY POLICY and COOKIE POLICY. FlagView HistoryThe Legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild (BOTW) has a total of 120 shrines to find and complete around the map. Each puzzle shrine contains at least one Treasure
Chest and Spirit Of Orb. This section of the tips contains solutions for each BOTW Shrine puzzle, as well as detailed instructions on how to collect each treasure sanctuary. Collect 4 Spirit Balls to Expand Your Heart Containers or Stamina! If you prefer a map view, please use our interactive map of Breath of the Wild Sanctuary, which
details the location of each temple in Hyrule. We've added a new feature to our maps that lets you check which shrines you've completed, which should make your searches to get them much easier! There are 42 shrines in BOTW that may not be available, but their respective Temple quest is complete. BOTV BOTV Temples a number of
problems. Some are small dungeons that have a central puzzle theme. Others contain monsters that test Link's fighting skills and range from relatively light to rather complex. There are also free shrines. These include shrines in the Lost Forest and three labyrinths and some shrines of quests. These shrines do not contain puzzles or
monsters, and the treasure chest and Spirit Orb are freely given only to gain access to the shrine. The four special shrines at the beginning of the game contain 4 4 that will be important for solving the puzzles inside, while other shrines contain Spirit Balls. Note that some shrines are not always visible, and The Link will need to undertake
Shrine quests to solve riddles to reveal their location. The link can trade in 4 Spirit balls on any Goddess Statue (located in the Temple of Time and all major cities) to get either a new heart container or a Stamina ship. All 120 places of the sanctuary can be seen on the interactive map IGN BOTW Shrine Map. Use the checkbox function to
mark the ones you've finished full (note: you want cookies to be included). The following shrines can only be found when landing on the ballad of DLC Champions. This includes 4 sanctuaries found on the Great Plateau, and 3 shrines found in each of the regions that surround the Divine Beasts. Was this guide helpful? In this guide, Vicky
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